Hospitals today are using “smart” technology to transform and improve delivery of care and the overall care experience, both during and after their hospital stay.

“SMART” HEALTHCARE TECHNOLOGY: HAND-IN-HAND WITH PATIENT CARE

Technology plays a significant role in patient care and the patient experience. Hospitals and healthcare organizations must embrace smart technology to improve care outcomes and elevate patient engagement. CDW Healthcare helps you orchestrate a solution spanning a full range of technologies impacting clinical collaboration, remote patient monitoring, patient data management and security to help you transform care delivery.

DIGITAL SIGNAGE provides real-time visual interaction with:
- Touchscreen capability for flat screens and tablets
- Streamlined wayfinding messaging to direct patients, their families and visitors
- Emergency broadcast capabilities for patient safety

CLOUD ties IT components together for smart data management and security enabling:
- Mobile applications for use by patients and staff
- Patients to upload data from wearable devices
- Scalable, secure data storage for always-on access

SMART PATIENT ENGAGEMENT allows patients to better engage through mobile to:
- Enjoy in-room entertainment, make dining choices, etc.
- Better communicate with their care team
- Access educational information about upcoming procedures, pre- and post-op directives, processes, etc.

WIRELESS NETWORKING is the backbone for smart technologies and must:
- Provide unmitigated signal strength
- Enable access point accessibility
- Securely connect networks and apps for patients and staff

SMART CLINICAL COLLABORATION provides cost-effective communication that can:
- Span multiple healthcare locations
- Seamlessly connect care teams
- Leverage smartphone and tablet applications

SMART SERVICES from CDW help you assess, deploy and manage your investment in smart technology including:
- Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) enhances secure collaboration
- Cloud Planning Services maximize cloud efficacy across the healthcare enterprise
- Partner-enabled Application Development conveniently delivers clinical data with Software as a Service (SaaS) options
CONSIDERATIONS FOR MAKING TECHNOLOGY SMARTER NOW

To ensure your hospital can support the use of smart patient-focused technology today, ask yourself:

☐ What are my patients saying about their care experience today?
  What can we do better?

☐ Are my point-of-care technologies outdated?

☐ Do we have sufficient bandwidth to support a modern mobile platform?

☐ Does our current technology enable or inhibit collaboration between medical professionals?

☐ Does my technology help or hinder patient care?

IMPROVED PATIENT EXPERIENCE. ORCHESTRATED BY CDW.

At CDW, we use our IT expertise and specialized partnerships with a focus on healthcare to orchestrate a solution that elevates your IT capabilities and transforms the patient experience.

SOLUTIONS DESIGNED, BUILT AND EXECUTED

to your specific smart hospital needs, including those that exist today and those you anticipate tomorrow.

ROBUST SUPPORT

with nearly 300 dedicated, industry-trained healthcare account managers, backed by a team of solution architects who act as an extension of our customers’ staff.

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE

from working with nearly every health provider in the U.S., including acute care communities and facilities.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

including memberships with Healthcare Information Management and Systems Society (HIMSS), Leading Age, Argentum and the College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME).

PARTNERS WHO GET IT

To learn more about how technology can help you get “smart” about improving the patient experience, call your account manager at 800.500.4239 or visit CDW.com/smartroomtech.